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STATION 1:
CONNECTIONS

Group 1 | 2:30-2:45
Group 3 | 2:45-3:00
Group 2 | 3:00-3:15

Gr

Gr

STATION 2: LIVABLE
COMMUNITIES

Group 2 | 2:30-2:45
Group 1 | 2:45-3:00
Group 3 | 3:00-3:15

STATION 3:
TRANSPORTATION

CHOICES
Group 3 | 2:30-2:45
Group 2 | 2:45-3:00
Group 1 | 3:00-3:15

Potential types of improvements:

CROSS SECTION ELEMENTS: 
i.e. lane configurations, bike lanes,

sidewalks, medians

CORRIDOR TREATMENTS: 
i.e.trees, bus stops, ped crossings,

streetlights, public art 

INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS: 
i.e. crosswalks, turn lanes, traffic

circles 

SPOT IMPROVEMENTS: 
i.e. public spaces, key destinations,

gateways 

OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS: 
i.e. traffic signals, transit service

OFF-CORRIDOR NETWORK
IMPROVEMENTS: 

i.e.street connections, traffic calming

PROGRAMS AND POLICIES: 
i.e. zoning, transportation demand

management, Safe Routes to Schools

Reduce posted speed to 15-20 (full
time)

Brian Hutchinson
7/15/20 8:30 PM (edited)BH

- Wayfinding signage important for making
connections

- Is a lane reduction a feasible consideration based
on demand and forecasted volumes?

- What's the best alternative alignment for routing
cyclists to downtown via 300 N?

Improved Bus
Stops

General notes & comments:

Shared micromobility - provide designate
parking areas; potentially combine with new
bus stops (mobility hubs)

Implement new transit networks
with implementation of this plan for
consistency with messaging.

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 8:43 PMKS

'brutal roadway' that could use greenery, friction
some education

General notes & comments:

Buffered (raised or painted)Bike
lane, with removed parking (may be
controversial) would decrease
stress level

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 8:45 PMGS

Use alternate routing for bicycle
network to avoid 600 N interchange

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 8:44 PM (edited)KS

Use 300 N as the freeway crossing
with a connection via a west of I-15
N/S corridor

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 8:46 PMKS

Recommended were 1000W, 900W,
or 700W

Kyle Stahley
7/16/20 4:44 PMKS

ped bridge coming by end of 2021

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 8:46 PM

should we think about moving bikes, etc off 600 N?layered
networks vs complete streets

would be hard to get people off of 600 N since it is direct

Bike lanes thru intersection

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 8:47 PMGS

Rebuild the bridge
or expand the

sides for a better
walkway/bike path
across the Jordan

River

key area to slow traffic and add
more parking

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 8:48 PM

no driveway access, so could we
repurpose lane for bike lanes?

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 8:49 PM

Add transit mobility hub / enhanced
bus stop for crossing location of two
future FTN

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 8:49 PMKS

eScooter / bike share parking
locations at neighborhood
destinations

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 8:50 PMKS

green bike (or other bike
infrastructure in general e.g bike
parking) at retail areas could help

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 8:53 PM

student connection bridge planned

Mack Drzayich | Alta
7/15/20 8:53 PM

MA

Reduce posted speed to 15-20 mph
(full time), to address wide range of
park and school playground use
outside of school hours.

Brian Hutchinson
7/15/20 8:57 PM (edited)BH

midblock crossings generally can be
done to slow traffic and provide
median landscaping opportunities

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 8:58 PM

crossings need to be safe
see drivers running red lights near

JRT crossing - inattentive

indicator of good transportation
infrastructure when kids can use it

more crosswalks don't necessarily
make people pay more attention

Narrow width of lanes
with more space on

sides of road

seem to be getting pretty good stop
compliance 800 W crosswalk

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 9:01 PM (edited)

Reduce posted speed btwn 800 W
and 300 W to 25 mph or less. Safer,
speed homogeneity, noise and
emissions reductions

Brian Hutchinson
7/15/20 9:02 PM (edited)BH

Reduce to one lane between
Redwood and 900W, that would
reduce crossing distances for peds,
which reduces time peds are
physically on the road which is safer

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 9:03 PM (edited)GS

Blvd in middle
Bike lanes on sides of streets
Move school xwalk to 1500 W

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:03 PM (edited)KS

Find ways to widen sidewalk along
bridge, either a new bridge,
cantilever off sides, or reduce
vehicle lanes to provide landscape
buffer to sidewalk

Kyle Stahley
7/16/20 4:42 PMKS

Neckdowns at strategic areas and
put art like bikes as you approach
Jordan Pkwy Trail
Bulb-outs at intersections to
narrow crossing differences and
remove right-turn areas so right-
turn vehicles slow down thru
movements
Consider table top crossings on
non-state facilities if SLC okay

Improve Access to park. Meaning
increase appeal to park using
spacious entry and inviting feel for
all modes of transpo

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 9:06 PMGS

more prominent gateway features
SanDeigo example - near Balboa
Park had overhead sign

Kyle Cook
7/15/20 9:07 PM

New Crossing
spot from park

to School

Consider more prominent gateway
(overhead structure?) to encourage
slower speeds, create more visual
friction; current Rose Park art is too
inconspicuous

Mack Drzayich | Alta
7/15/20 9:07 PM (edited)MA

Realign intersection

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 9:07 PMGS

Put in boulevard, especially by
Riverside Park and Backman Elem.   

Move crosswalk to 1500 West to
gain access between the park and
school with safety lights for our
crossing guard.

Heather Newell
7/15/20 9:09 PMHN

Improvements to
Redwood/700 N
intersection to

allow better
pedestrian access

Look at connecting to 500 North bridge effectively.
What does successful SPUI design accommodations
look like?
  More than sidewalk (shared use path or bike lane)
across I-15 SPUI, uncomfortable with high amount
of traffic at exits - (more visible crossing), facilities
on both sides, wider path on south side, better
maintained.

'Welcome to Rose Park' sign would
set the tone (from highway to 2ndry
street behavior)

Brian Hutchinson
7/15/20 9:09 PM (edited)BH

need for consistency of treatments

consistent tree canopy could be appropriate

think about the big picture

Potential
narrowing to

one lane

Realign N-S legs to improve
connectivy and provide safer ped
crossings

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 9:14 PM (edited)GS

Good opportunity for roundabout
to handle varied geometry, help
create a "place"

Parker Bradley
7/22/20 9:18 PMPB Review how people would divert to

I-215 or I-15 if 600N was put on a
road diet

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:16 PMKS

Goal 1: how can we improve
connection betwee east and west
side of freeway? maybe better
intercahnge design for peds and
bikes would encourage E-W travel

Greg Sanchez
7/15/20 9:18 PMGS

industrial traffic is
very impactful

Reduce lane widths off I-215 to
reduce freeway feel

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:19 PMKS

Add more HAWK / flashing beacons
to cross corridor N/S

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:19 PMKS

Including to/from neighborhoods to
retail areas

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:22 PM (edited)KS

Please remove the crossing to the
West (where Brian commented) and
put a light/crosswalk here to
connect the school and park.

Heather Newell
7/15/20 9:22 PMHN

Allows shared use of parking at
school for park users, and for
greater access to park for school

Kyle Stahley
7/16/20 4:43 PM (edited)KS

Is there any possibility of a
pedestrian bridge here?

Parker Bradley
7/22/20 9:16 PMPB

Road diet w/1 through lane west of
900 W

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:27 PMKS

How to slow down these vehicle
speeds coming off I-15 into
neighborhood?

Kyle Stahley
7/15/20 9:28 PM (edited)KS

Look at JRT 1300 S crossing where
sidewalks were widened to improve
crossin

Mack Drzayich | Alta
7/15/20 9:28 PMMA

Consider 3 lanes between 1300
W & Redwood Rd

Idea: Good signage, for both autos
and people walking/bicycling -
especially if you are new to the
area.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:38 PMTS

Idea: Squeeze it down to a narrow
street.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:39 PMTS

Idea: An island to jump onto and
feel safe.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:40 PM (edited)TS

Idea: Trees on an island.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:40 PM (edited)TS

Idea: Improve 300 North to cross
the freeway/tracks, redirect people
to that route.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:41 PMTS

Idea: The pedestrian-activated
signal is in the wrong place for the
school - but is in right place for park
access - maybe an additional
crossing for the school?

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:42 PM (edited)

TS

Idea: Drop posted speed to 30
because of the park (like 2100 at
Sugar House Park)?

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:44 PM (edited)TS

Idea: Like 800 W crosswalk - works
for me as a motorist to increase
visibility.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:44 PM (edited)TS

Idea: Investment in placemaking so
that people can appreciate the
beauty.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:46 PMTS

Idea: Roundabouts are a way to
recalibrate motorists' speed.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:47 PM (edited)

TS

Idea: Button to push on I-15
interchange to stop all the traffic.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:48 PMTS

Idea: Rose Park-type signs for other
Westside neighborhoods  - Jordan
Meadows, Westpointe, Fairpark

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:52 PMTS

Idea: Wayfinding signage for
neighborhood amenities. Not just a
residential neighborhood, but we've
got all these gems. need to be
neighborhood-wide, not just on the
corridor.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:53 PM (edited)TS

Idea: have artists come up with
gateway or signage design

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:53 PMTS

Idea: Something similar to what
Indiana Avenue, where 1,000s of
tulips were planted and it was a
very simple thing but created
something unique that
distinguished the corridor and
neighborhoods

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:55 PMTS

Idea: partner with the
neighborhood councils, use the
neighbors to take part.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:56 PMTS

Idea: Where is the hub where
people gather? I don;t know where
it is. It should be at the Smiths
center. Need something like a
Starbucks, seems like it's big
enough. (although also mention of
non-chain coffee)

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:56 PM (edited)TS

Idea: medians: refuge islands,
opportunity for creativity, district
flavor, shade to cool it down.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:00 PMTS

Idea: Piece of the parking lot for
food trucks (in addition to the
current truck) 50,000 office workers
along N Temple.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 9:59 PMTS

Idea: need shelters at bus stops -
even 900 West stops don't have
shelters.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:02 PMTS

Idea: narrow the median in curve
area to fit in bike lanes, while
keeping parking.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:03 PM (edited)TS

Idea: Upgrade the viaduct path to a
full shared use path.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:05 PMTS

Idea: Is there room for a path on
the north side?

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:06 PMTS

Idea: Widen pathway into the
shoulder - but shoulder is important
for snow storage.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:06 PMTS

Combine upgrade of
viaduct/interchange pedestrian
path with 2 lane exit onto 600 North
project.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:07 PM

TS

Idea: Continue to improve 800 West
/ 600 north crossing - another crash
there last week.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:08 PMTS

Community groups willing to step
up - i.e. Lions Club- engage them.

Tim Sullivan
7/15/20 10:08 PMTS

Heavy Truck Rollover on 7/16/20-
Ramp speed too fast (Reduce from
35 t0 25 mph)

Brian Hutchinson
7/20/20 8:23 PM (edited)BH

Opportunity for roundabout to slow
WB traffic off freeway

Parker Bradley
7/22/20 9:22 PMPB

Bulb-outs on south side of
intersection could reduce
pedestrian travel distance

Parker Bradley
7/22/20 9:23 PMPB

Create Pedestrian Island on East
side of 400W/600S intersection
between left-turn lane and straight
Westward lane

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 2:49 AMBH

Remove left (north)-turn arrow. This
would discourage heavy truck traffic
in this residential/commercial
neighborhood

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 2:50 AM (edited)BH

Bulb-outs needed on NW and SW
corner of 600 N & 200 W. Paint
heavy School Xing hatches on
crosswalk. Finish crosswalk paint
60-feet East of intersection

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 2:56 AM (edited)BH

Large green pedestrian island at
800 W for safe crossing and to set
the tone for slower speeds to west

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 6:05 AM (edited)BH

Reduce overpass speed from 35
mph down to 25 mph. (Due to
signal frequency, would have the
same throughput, only safer)

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 6:11 AMBH

Shift center median divider to north
to accommodate eastbound left-
turn lane for trucks onto 400W

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 6:14 AMBH

Redirect gravel haulers to the 2300 N
interchange. Saves time and reduces exposure
to safety risk, emissions and high-decibel noise

in residential/commercial neighborhood

Need (green) pedestrian island mid-
crosswalk at 600 N & 400 W, plus
center green strip all the way to 300
W

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 7:27 PM (edited)BH

Reduce speed from 35 mph to 25
mph for safety, homogeneity, light
sequencing

Brian Hutchinson
7/26/20 7:44 PM (edited)BH


